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Abstract—With handwritten digit recognition being an
established and significant problem that is facing computer
vision and pattern recognition, there has been a great deal of
research work that has been undertaken in this area. It is not a
trivial task because of the big variation that exists in the writing
styles that have been found in the available data. Therefore both,
the features and the classifier need to be efficient. The core
contribution of this research is the development of a new
classification technique that is based on the MLP, which can be
identified in handwritten documents as the binary digits ‘0’ and
‘1’. This technique maps the different sets of various input data
onto the MLP output neurons. An experimental evaluation of the
technique’s performance is provided. This evaluation is based on
the well-known ‘Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Digits’
dataset, which is comprised of a total of 250 handwriting samples
that are taken from 44 writers. The results obtained are very
promising for such an approach in accurate handwriting
recognition.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The method of handwritten digit recognition both
recognizes and classifies handwritten digits from (0-9) without
there being any human interaction at all. It is a computer‟s
ability to first receive and then interpret this handwritten input
intelligently from a number of sources, including photographs,
paper documents, touch screens and a number of other similar
devices [1]. In fact, recognizing the handwritten digits of
people has been an important field of progressive research for
the last few decades and studied intensely as a challenging
problem [1]-[3]. Researchers have achieved a number of
results by using different algorithms, such as K-NearestNeighbors (KNNs), Neural Networks (NNs), etc. [2], [3].
Handwritten digit recognition remains a vital area because
of its huge practical applications, as well as the important
financial implications [1] [2]. It is promising in a wide range of
application domains, including online handwriting recognition
on computer tablets; zip code recognition to help sort posted
mail, as well as the verification of signatures on cheques in
order to thwart any attempts at bank fraud, etc. Handwritten
digit recognition is also widely used in a number of academic
institutions to process their examination papers [1], [3].
The handwriting recognition process faces certain
challenges [4]-[7]. The biggest one is that the handwritten

images‟ various dimensions have to be normalized and/or
processed in order for them to fall within the system‟s
boundary specific requirements. Thus, the challenges of
handwritten digit recognition do not just result from the many
different ways in which a single digit can be written, but also
arise from the various different requirements that are imposed
by the applications that are specifically used [1], [2]. In
addition, there are the varying degrees of thickness of people‟s
handwriting and the writing‟s different positions when it comes
to the sample‟s margins [8]-[10]. Moreover, Akhtar et al. [1]
indicated that as people‟s various writing styles will depend on
their age, qualifications, mode, background, etc. handwritten
digit recognition is a relatively complex research task and the
format of handwritten digits will have a big impact on
classification and/or identification, as the various subjects will
all use different styles of writing. In fact, even digits that have
been written by the same person at different times were also
found to vary [11], [12]. Therefore, it is almost impossible to
develop a generic recognizer that is able to recognize an
infinite number of writers‟ handwritten digits.
As part of this research, we investigated a number of
different handwritten digit recognition schemes and presented
various existing methods after reviewing a number of recent
researches related to this field. A classification technique that is
based on MLP was also proposed. This was done in order to
recognize both the binary digits of „0‟ and „1‟ in a series of
handwritten documents. This technique was implemented in
Java and then tested on the Pen-Based Recognition of
Handwritten Digits dataset.
As part of the proposed approach, the number of hidden
neurons depends on the number of input features (including the
bias), which is in contrast to other approaches wherein the
number of hidden layer units depends on the number of output
neurons. As a result, the proposed approach provides for a
more concise network for the recognition task. Furthermore,
the ultimate goal is binary digit classification, which finds
applications in digital system design and human subject
identification.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a literature survey of recent approaches proposed for
handwritten digit recognition. Section III elaborates upon the
proposed MLP-based classification technique. Section IV
discusses the simulation results obtained. Finally, a conclusion
and future directions for research are all summarized in
Section V.
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II.

HAND WRITING RECOGNITION APPROACHES

This section describes some of the existing approaches for
handwritten digit recognition.
A. Clustering approaches
The aim of the research done by the authors in [12] is to use
the genetic algorithm for clustering digit for handwriting digit
recognition. It uses the famous genetic algorithm clustering
method based on the phenomenon of natural selection in
genetic evolution, i.e., mating and mutation. Starting from an
initial population of arbitrary samples of handwriting, a group
of new and elite individuals are generated through random
selection. There are three main operations or phases in the
genetic algorithm, namely, selection, cross over and mutation.
The proposed hand digit recognition includes three aspects:
digital image pre-processing, feature extraction, and
identification.
The authors found that the genetic algorithm has a higher
clustering accuracy than the Backpropagation neural network;
in addition, the experiment carried out shows that genetic
algebra requires less training time than the BP NN. In [13], the
scheme proposed uses the following procedure for conducting
the clustering task. The procedure involves three steps:
1) Image pre-processing, 2) Feature extraction, and
3) Clustering of digits. In the image pre-processing phase, the
following sub-tasks are needed, namely, binarization,
smoothing and de-noising, image normalization and
refinement.
In the binarization stage, the image is transformed into a
grey scale version that contains only two kinds of values, 0 or
1. The smoothing and de-noising task is needed to fine-tune the
binary output for noise removal/smoothing. The third task,
which is image normalization, is needed because text sizes and
their positions differ from person to person, thus the characters
need to be normalized. The final sub task is refinement, which
is mainly needed for reduction of the original binary matrix
into a value that can be easily stored. This is done by obtaining
an approximate graph formed by a simple curve with the
original. Secondly, feature extraction; the method used in this
paper is the principal component analysis (PCA), which is
statistical feature extraction that uses the full data in the second
order statistical information for data feature extraction and
reduction of dimensionality. The authors use the k-means
clustering algorithm to partition N observations into K clusters,
in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the
nearest mean.
B. Feature extraction methods for Handwritten Digit
Recognition
The authors in [14] propose an algorithm that uses two
dimensional hidden Markov models for a handwritten digit
recognition algorithm. Their main idea is based on the
combination of tropical geometry and algebraic statistics in
order to determine the Markov model parameters. The main
task is to compute the distance between the unclassified images
and prototypes in a certain way. For that purpose, they used the
k-nearest neighbors technique.
The authors in [15] proposed a method to extract the
features of one-number Persian images and subsequently used

a neural network with three layers for classification. Their
method has the capability of extraction of the ideal features for
one number in an image even if there is a rotation, changing in
the size and noise. The proposed method has four main
components, namely, frame finding, classification, feature
extraction and finally recognition using neural network. The
first step, which is frame finding, narrows the digits and
extracts the features of that narrowed digit. Classification is
used to classify the narrowed digits into two categories/classes.
The two categories are digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9 that have a 1like base and the other digits that are 0, 5, 7 and 8. Feature
extraction is used to extract the features based on direction and
accumulation techniques. Finally, the recognition is done using
the multi-layer perceptron neural network with a feed-forward
algorithm used for the final recognition of the number.
C. Neural Network for Digit Recognition
The authors in [16] present an intensive and complete
representation for the two main types of neural networks,
which are the backpropagation networks and radial basis
function networks. They also attempt to compare the
capabilities of these two types of neural networks based on a
digit image recognition problem. The authors use 10 digit
images, from “0” to “9”. Each image consists of 8×7=56
pixels. The authors highlight the architecture for the neural
networks based on the digit image recognition problem. For
backpropagation networks they have 56 inputs, 10 outputs and
no hidden layer. Their architecture for the RBF neural network
has 56 inputs, 10 outputs and an additional layer that consist of
10 units for each data image; this is because the 10 input image
data can be classified into 10 clusters.
In [11] and [15]-[17], all schemes use the MLP
backpropagation method in classification of the handwritten
digits. In the propagation phase, data propagation involves the
following steps: 1) forward propagation of a training pattern‟s
input through the neural network in order to generate the
propagation‟s output activations, and 2) backward propagation
of the propagation‟s output activations through the neural
network using the training pattern‟s target in order to generate
the deltas of all output and hidden neurons.
The authors of [18] aim to analyze the effect of two
backpropagation (BP) algorithms: simple BP and BP with
momentum, on a handwritten digit recognition task. They
analyze the relationship between the learning rate and the
accuracy of the handwritten digit recognition task using two
backpropagation schemes. It is very important to note that the
choice of the learning rate is critical for the design of a BP
neural network. The main distinction between the simple
backpropagation and backpropagation with momentum is in
the way the weights are updated; the latter (BP with
momentum) uses an additional term, which is the momentum.
They provided two results. The first one was by using the
simple BP algorithm and the other using BP with momentum
for different learning rates and different number of hidden
neurons: 150 iterations are used in both BPs. The results show
that the accuracy of the network increases as the learning rate
increases from 0 and approaches 1, but the accuracy decreases
as the learning rate decreases for any number of hidden
neurons in the hidden layer.
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III.

THE PROPOSED MLP-BASED DIGIT RECOGNITION
TECHNIQUE

After describing some of the existing approaches for
handwritten digits recognition in Section II, this section
describes the proposed classification technique based on the
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) algorithm, for identifying binary
digits „0‟ and „1‟ in handwritten documents. Also, under the
same section, the implemented algorithm is pointed out. In
addition, simulation setups for the proposed scheme that are
used for evaluating the performance of the implementation are
described in this section.
A. Dataset
In this research work, the “Pen-Based Recognition of
Handwritten Digits” dataset [19] d u si. It is a digit database
that was prepared from handwritten numeric digits. It is a
collection of 250 samples from 44 different writers. The
writers are advised to write 250 digits in a casual order inside
boxes of 500 x 500 tablet pixel resolution. Each screen
contains five boxes, with the digit to be written displayed
above; subjects are told to write only inside the boxes. 10992
instances exist in this dataset with 16 input features [19], [20].
The calculation for these features was based on basis of (X, Y)
coordinates of the pen at a particular instance. The dataset
contains 10 classes. It is important to point out that all input
attributes are integers in the range (0-100). The last attribute in
this dataset is the class label that is an integer in the range (0-9)
[21]. It is important to point out that the dataset was filtered
based on the class label in order to include only digits 0 and 1
and exclude the other digits from (2-9).
From the literature, it can be concluded that the authors of
[12] used genetic algorithm for clustering digit samples in
order to implement handwriting digit recognition. The genetic
algorithm has a faster convergence rate than the back
propagation neural network methods; it involves complexities
in its implementation and includes many randomization
processes. Another method is the use of k-means clustering
algorithm [13], which has the problem of deciding on the
members of the initial cluster. The proposed approach focuses
on the use of a classification technique based on the Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) for identifying binary digits „0‟ and „1‟ in
handwritten documents, with neural structure being
independent of the size of the output layer.
It is important to point out that the training algorithm for
the MLP neural network employs a technique which makes the
number of hidden units in the hidden layer equal to the number
of the input neurons which includes nodes for the features and
bias. In other words, the difference between the proposed
approach and approaches proposed by Yu et al. in [13] and
others for handwriting digit recognition is that in the approach,
the number of the hidden units depends on the number of the
elements in the input vector regardless of the number of the
outputs, whereas the other techniques rely on the number of the
outputs. For example, if the number of features is 4 then the
number of hidden units will be 10 based on the previous
approaches because of having ten digits (i.e., 0–9), while in the
proposed technique the number of hidden units will be five
corresponding to four features and one bias regardless of the
number elements in the output vector. Therefore, for

identifying binary digits „0‟ and „1‟ in handwritings, the
previous approaches require only two hidden units in the
hidden layer regardless of how many features are used, while
the proposed approach requires the number of the hidden units
to be the same as the number of the features plus one for bias.
1)
2)

/**Initializing steps**/
Initialize all weights to small random values and Take the
feature vector and bias as Input vector.

3)

/**propagate the input features and bias of the training
pattern k to determine the MLP's output [steps 4-14]**/
for i  0 to (number of features +1 )
hiddenU[i] 0
for j 0 to (number of features +1 )
hiddenU[i] hiddenU[i]+ trainPattern[k][ j]*
IH_Weights[j][i]
end for
hiddenU[i]  tanh (hiddenU[i])
end for
predOut  0
for i 0 to (number of features +1 )
predOut  predOut + hiddenU[i]+ HO_Weights[i]
end for

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

15) /**calculate the error for the pattern k, step 16**/
16) Error_inPatternK= predOut - actual [k]
17) /**update weights hidden-output, steps (18-21) **/
18) for i 0 to (number of features +1 )
19)
delta = Error_inPatternK * hiddenU[i]
20)
HO_Weights[i]  HO_Weights [i]- delta;
21) end for
22) /**update weights input-hidden, steps (23-31)**/
23) for i  0 to (number of features +1 )
24)
for j0 to (number of features +1 )
25)
x1-(hiddenU[i] * (hiddenU[i])
26)
x x* HO_Weights [i] * Error_inPatternK
27)
xx* trainPattern[k][ j]
28)
change x
29)
IH_Weights[j][i]= IH_Weights[j][i]-change
30)
end for
31) end for
Fig. 1. Pseudo-code for the proposed binary digit recognizer.

However, for the proposed approach, the network size
depends on the number of features; thus, this approach gives a
more concise network when the recognition task is extended to
0-9.
B. The Implemented MLP algorithm
The main steps of the algorithm in the training phase for the
MLP network are as follows: given an input pattern X from the
dataset, this value is forward propagated to the output of the
MLP network, and is compared with the desired output; the
error signal between the output of the network and the desired
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response is then back propagated to the network, and
adjustments are made on the synaptic weights. The same
procedure is repeated for the next input vector until all the
training patterns are passed through the neural network [22][24]. The pseudo-code for the implemented training MLP
algorithm is provided in Fig. 1. It illustrates the main steps
needed for propagating the input features and bias of a training
pattern k as shown in [step lines 4-14]. Line 16 calculates the
error in current pattern k. For updating the weight, we have two
stages, namely updating the weights hidden-output as in steps
18-21, and updating the weights in the input to hidden layer
interconnections, as in steps 23-31.
C. Experimental work
2-Feature Experiment: The first experiment was
performed using only two features, namely, Feature 6 and
Feature 14 for digits 0 and 1. That means, the number of inputs
is two for the two features and one input for the bias. So, the
number of inputs is three in total for each input pattern.
Therefore, the size of the input training array is (number of
input Patterns X 3). It is considered that only one hidden layer
in both experiments. In the first experiment, the number of
inputs is three (two inputs for Features + one for bias), i.e.,
three units in the hidden layer as shown in Fig. 2. For the input
weight to hidden layer interconnection, it is a 2-D array of size
equal to number of input patterns times 3. The output weights
are presented as a 1-D array of size three. Finally, it is also
assumed that they have only one unit at the output layer.

for each feature and one input for the bias. So, five inputs in
total can be seen for each input pattern. Therefore, the size of
the input training array is equal to number of input patterns
times 5. Five units in the hidden layer are used as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The size of the input weight to hidden layer array is
equal to number of input patterns times 5. The size of the
output weight array is five. Similar to the first experiment, only
one unit is used at the output layer.
IV.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Fig. 4, 5 and TABLE. I summarize the results obtained
through simulation of both the setups. In TABLE. I, the error
levels are shown, when applying the proposed approach on the
Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Digits dataset. The
salient aspects that require analysis are the numbers of
correctly/incorrectly classified instances.

99.95
99.9
99.85
99.8
99.75
99.7
99.65
99.6
99.55
99.5
99.45

2-Feature Experiment
4-Feature Experiment

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Fig. 4. Accuracy of the classifier for all the tested scenarios.

As shown on the obtained results, the implemented MLP
performs better when four features are included instead of
having just two features. In the case that the four features are
included and the network is trained on the whole dataset and
then tested again on the whole dataset, we got the highest
identification rate of 99.9%. However, under the same test
option, if two features are included, the percentage of correctly
classified instances was around 99.8%.

Fig. 2. MLP implemented structure for experiment 1.

Fig. 3. MLP implemented structure for experiment 2.

4-Feature Experiment: For the second experiment, four
features are used, namely, Feature 5, Feature 6, Feature 8 and
Feature 14 for digits 0 and 1. Thus, the number of inputs is four

In the second test option where the network is trained on
half of the dataset and test on the other half, there is no clear
difference between including four features or just having two,
with the implementation yielding similar results for both cases.
For the last test, test 3, including four features yields better
performance than having just two features by merely 0.15%. It
is important to highlight that the value of back propagation
learning rate for all the tests was set as 0.7. Several other
values for the learning rate were tried but because they yielded
degraded performance; it is selected to be 0.7 as the optimal
value for the conducted experiments.
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TABLE. I.
Feature sizes

With only two features
F6 and F14

With four features
F5,F6,F8 and F14

ACCURACY OF THE IMPLEMENTED MLP BASED ON THE FEATURE SIZES

Experiment no.

Number of instances
used for training

Number of instances used
for testing

Experiment
1:Test 1

1000

1000
(same dataset used for
training)

Experiment 1:
Test 2

500 (train in the first
500 instances)

Experiment 1:
Test 3

200 (train in the first
200 instances)

Experiment 2:
Test 1

1000

Experiment 2:
Test 2

500
(train in the first 500
instances)

Experiment 2:
Test 3

200 (train in the first
200 instances)

2-Feature Experiment
4-Feature Experiment

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

500
(Test on the remaining
ones)
800
(Test on the remaining
ones)
1000 (same dataset used
for training)
500
(Test on the remaining
ones)
800
(Test on the remaining
ones)

Correctly
classified

Incorrectly
classified

Accuracy%

998

2

499

1

797

3

999

1

499

1

798

2

99.8

99.8

99.6

99.9

99.8

99.75

output-independence is an excellent classifier for handwritten
digit classification; furthermore, it is evident from the above
results that selection of higher number of features gives more
classification accuracy as opposed to using fewer features.
As part of future work, we plan to evaluate the performance
of the proposed classification technique that is based on the
MLP under other benchmarking datasets. In addition, we
intend to study the effect of attribute selection and transfer
function selection on the outcome of the classifier.
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